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A Joint Filter and Spectrum Shifting Architecture
for Low Complexity Flexible UFMC in 5G
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Member, IEEE, Zhenwen Ren Member, IEEE, and Mamta Kumari, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—The hardware realization of Universal Filtered Multi
Carrier (UFMC) architecture has attracted significant attention
in fifth generation (5G) and beyond. In addition to the flexibility
in fast Fourier transform (FFT)-length, a flexible prototype filter
in combination with multiplicative complex spectrum shifting
co-efficients is required for realizing flexible UFMC architec-
ture. The existing architectures of UFMC transmitter commonly
adopted fixed-size FFT-length, number of subbands, subband
size, and filter-length. Moreover, the lack of flexible prototype
filter and spectrum localization of filter co-efficients to individual
subbands limits the flexible UFMC system design. In this paper,
we propose VLSI architecture for a flexible length prototype
filter that can generate spectrally shifted filter co-efficients to
individual subbands in tune with the changing value of FFT-
length, number of subbands, subband size, and filter-length.
For 16-bit word size architecture, our proposed design produces
filter co-efficients and spectrum shifting co-efficients upto length,
215. Thus, any desired combination of FFT-length, number of
subbands, subband size and filter-length is selected to generate
the filter co-efficients for the individual subbands. Moreover,
complex multiplication and addition operations are reduced in
proposed architecture, quantitatively, about 58.81% reduction in
filtering unit is achieved over the state-of-the-art architecture.
Finally, hardware implementation output and XILINX post route
simulation result matches perfectly with MATLAB simulations.

Index Terms—5G and beyond, hardware implementation, flex-
ible architecture, UFMC transmitter architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

The advancement towards 5G and beyond wireless commu-
nication systems heavily depends on the choice of waveform
candidates [1]–[5]. Recently, 5G New Radio (5GNR) stan-
dalone specification that is expected to support several emerg-
ing applications relies on orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (OFDM) and its several alternative waveforms [1], [6],
[7]. Interestingly, universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) [8]–
[10] is being considered as a potential candidate for fu-
ture wireless communications due to its simplicity and the
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robustness over other variants of OFDM. In practice, after
applying the filtered operation to a group of subcarriers in a
subband, the out-of-band (OOB) sidelobe level is minimized
in UFMC systems. This further results in minimum inter-block
interference. In several cases, with the presence of hybrid
analog/digital beamformers, the UFMC modulation is being
studied for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless
link at mmWave carrier frequencies [11], [12].

In recent years, several authors have proposed complexity
reduction schemes for UFMC design in multicarrier systems.
For example, Jafri et. al. [13] proposed a complexity reduction
method for inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), finite
impulse response (FIR)-filter, and spectrum shifting blocks.
The proposed architecture results in a significant amount of
savings in computations for UFMC implementation. Inter-
estingly, five times fewer multipliers are used in FIR filter
architecture than conventional architecture. Besides, a highly
efficient method is introduced to compute spectrum shifting
co-efficients through a small-sized lookup table [13]. More-
over, UFMC implementation with fast Fourier transform (FFT)
pruning method was suggested by Saad et. al. [14]. Around
50% reduction in UFMC transmitter and receiver complexity is
observed without any performance degradation. In 2020, Guo
et.al. [15] introduced a FIR and a poly-phase filter structure
approach to reduce the complexity based on the lightweight
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) method. By adjusting
the filter parameters such as side lobe attenuation level, filter
length, the performance of the system is improved. In addi-
tion to the time-domain filtering, fast convolution (FC)-based
waveform [16]–[20] in UFMC architecture is widely used
in recent times. These FC-based UFMC architecture designs
provide flexibility in subcarrier-spacing (or symbol duration)
and bandwidth of each subcarrier over conventional poly-
phase time-domain filtering-based methods [15], [21], [22].
Interestingly, the FC-based UFMC architecture has shown a
significant improvement over subband filtering when the proto-
type filter-length is high (i.e., above 50) [23]. The independent
selection of the number of subbands and the bandwidth as well
as the center frequency of each subband is regarded as one step
forward to meet the 5G new radio (5G-NR) specifications [17].

Although, a significant amount of work is suggested to-
wards UFMC hardware implementation and complexity re-
duction [13]–[15], [21], [24], existing architectures of UFMC
have a common drawback as follows. The FFT length (N ),
number of subbands (B), subband size (Nb) and filter length
(L) are fixed in these architectures [13]–[15], [21], [24]. This
is mainly due to fixed size of filter co-efficients and spectrum
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shifting co-efficients. By changing the value of N , B, Nb,
and L, the architecture demands a new set of values for the
filter co-efficients as well as spectrum shifting co-efficients.
An arrangement to generate new sets of values for these co-
efficients will make UFMC architecture flexible that can be
easily used for the multi-service provisioning.

A. Motivation

Hardware realization of flexible filters has been widely stud-
ied in [25]–[28]. Note that the spectrum shifting of filter co-
efficients to the center of the subband is one of the significant
steps in hardware realization of the UFMC transmitter. The
existing literature has adopted a common approach to store the
complex spectrum shifting co-efficients, afterward, these co-
efficients are multiplied with the filtered subband IDFT outputs
to bring them to their respective subband centers. However,
such an arrangement results in fixed-size N, B, Nb, and L
leading to a fixed-size UFMC architecture. To explain, the
number of subbands, the number of subcarriers in a subband,
and the filter-length cannot be changed. Although a flexible
FFT architecture has been presented in [29], the design of
flexible architecture for UFMC is limited by the fixed-size of
filter and spectrum shifting co-efficients. This motivates us to
design a flexible length filter jointly with a spectrum shifting
architecture for the flexible UFMC transmitter.

B. Our Contribution

The main contributions of this paper include:
• We aim to design a flexible architecture for joint pro-

totype filter and spectrum shifting of cosine windows
in UFMC transmitter. The proposed architecture, using
Blackman window as prototype filter, has the flexibility
to choose filter length upto 2(d−1), where d is the data-
length of the architecture1. Accordingly, the proposed ar-
chitecture has the flexibility to generate spectrum shifting
co-efficients of length upto 2(d−1).

• The proposed architecture requires one filtering and spec-
trum shifting for both I- and Q-channel, instead of two
parallel filtering units in the state-of-the-art architectures.

• Moreover, the proposed flexible filtering and spectrum
shifting architecture can be accommodated with flexible
FFT architecture to produce a flexible UFMC transmitter
without any change in hardware resources. We prototype
the proposed architecture on the commercially available
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device.

C. Organization and Notation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the UFMC transmitter model. Section III describes
a brief discussion on CO-ordinate Rotation DIgital Computer
(CORDIC) algorithm. The subband spectrum shifting of filter
co-efficients is detailed in Section IV. We propose the filter
co-efficients generation and spectrum shifting architecture in
Section V. The FPGA prototyping and experimental results

1As an example, for a 16-bit data-length architecture, the filter length can
take any value up to 215 = 32768.

Fig. 1. System model of uplink baseband UFMC transmitter.

are presented in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VII.

Notations used in the paper are as follows, bold lowercase
letter (such as a) denotes column vector, bold uppercase letters
(such as P) denote matrix, non-bold letters (such as w) denote
scalar value. Linear convolution operation is denoted by ∗.
Furthermore, c0, c1, and c2 are multiplicative constants of
generalized cosine window’s (w), gIin and gQin are in phase
and quadrature component of a signal gin (during filtering,
gin is selected as IDFT output sample points). G and γ denote
magnitude and angle of the polar form of gin, respectively.

II. UFMC TRANSMITTER MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider an UFMC baseband
transmitter with a total N number of subcarriers. These
subcarriers are divided in B subbands. Denote Nb as the
number of subcarriers in bth subband, thus, BNb ≤ N . We
further denote a as N -dimensional input data symbols for the
transmitter. Denote ab as N -dimensional user data for the bth
subband, and its subcarrier position-wise entry is expressed as

ab(u) =

{
a(u) ∀u ∈ {bNb, bNb + 1, . . . (b+ 1)Nb − 1}
0 otherwise

(1)
for u = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1) and b = 0, 1, . . . , (B − 1).
Let Pb = diag

(
[01×Nb

. . .11×Nb
. . .01×Nb

]T
)

be an N -
dimensional matrix whose bth subband position has unit
entry, thus, ab = Pba. After performing an inverse Fourier
transform (IFFT) over ab, we obtain vb = IFFT(ab). Af-
terward, the vector vb undergoes filtering stage by a L-
dimensional finite impulse response (FIR) prototype filter
w = [w0, w1, . . . , wL−1]. Let wb be the filter used for
frequency localization of the vector vb for the subband, b.
The lth entry of the vector wb = [w0,b, w1,b, . . . , wL−1,b] is
defined as

wl,b = wl exp(φb), l = 0, 1, . . . , (L− 1) , (2)

where φb = 2π((Nb − 1)/2 + bNb)l/N . Finally, the UFMC
transmit signal is obtained as

s =

B−1∑
b=0

sb =

B−1∑
b=0

vb ∗wb . (3)

In the proposed architecture, it is a challenging issue how to
perform the spectrum shifting of window co-efficients in (2).
We use a well known CORDIC algorithm for the spectrum
shifting, accordingly we present CORDIC algorithm before
expounding the proposed work.
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Fig. 2. Circular CORDIC architecture. MSB represents the sign bit of zi,
i.e., σi = sign(zi) and INV denotes an inverter block.

III. BACKGROUND WORK: COMPENSATED CORDIC
ARCHITECTURE

CORDIC block with parallel compensation of scale factor
is one of the main units in the proposed spectrum shifting
approach. In the following, we discuss the parallel scale-factor
compensation [30] in the CORDIC algorithm.

A. CORDIC Algorithm

In this work, we take circular CORDIC in a rotation mode.
Denote (x, y) as an initial vector that has to be rotated
through an angle θ. The final vector denoted as (xf, yf) can
be represented in terms of initial vector as follows [28]:[

xf
yf

]
=

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

] [
x
y

]
= cos θ

[
1 − tan θ

tan θ 1

] [
x
y

]
.

(4)

As suggested by Volder [31], a set of iterative stages is
performed to rotate the vector (x, y) in a step of predefined
micro-rotation angles αi = tan−1(2−i) such that θ can be
accumulated in terms of αi, i.e. θ =

∑m−1
i=0 σiαi, where i

varies from 0 to (m − 1), where m is an integer equal to
the bit precision and σi ∈ {+1,−1} depends on the rotation
direction. Specifically, a hardware realization of the above
CORDIC iteration stages, in case of each micro-rotation by
dropping the cosαi, can be expressed as

xi+1 = xi − σi yi 2−i , (5)

yi+1 = yi + σi xi 2
−i , (6)

zi+1 = zi − σi αi . (7)

Note that the dropping of cosαi results an amplification
in final rotated vector by a factor K = 1/k, where k =∏m−1
i=0 cosαi. Fig. 2 illustrates the circular CORDIC archi-

tecture, where the multiplexers MUX X, MUX Y, and MUX Z
select the input value of x, y and z, respectively. In addition,
after every iteration, i, the registers X Reg, Y Reg, and Z Reg
store the output values of x, y, and z, respectively.

Fig. 3. Compensated CORDIC architecture.

Fig. 4. Proposed spectrum shifting architecture for cosine term.

B. Parallel Scale-factor Compensation

To compensate the amplified CORDIC outputs, Villalba
et. al. [30] suggested two CORDIC blocks in parallel, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. They have introduced an angle, denoted
as β = cos−1(k). To rotate the vector (x, y) by an angle θ, the
input angles to the two circular CORDIC blocks are initialized
by (θ + β) and (θ − β) that result in output vectors from
the CORDIC blocks as (x+β , y

+
β ) and (x−β , y

−
β ), respectively.

Then, the final vector (x′, y′) is obtained as follows

x′ =
x+β + x−β

2
= K(x cos θ cosβ − y sin θ cosβ)

= K cosβ(x cos θ − y sin θ) = (x cos θ − y sin θ) (8)

and

y′ =
y+β + y−β

2
= K(x sin θ cosβ + y cos θ cosβ)

= K cosβ(x sin θ + y cos θ) = (x sin θ + y cos θ) . (9)

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME FOR SPECTRUM SHIFTING OF
WINDOW CO-EFFICIENTS

Consider a generalized cosine window expressed as

w = c0 + c1 cos θ1 + c2 cos θ2 , (10)
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where c0, c1 and c2 are constants having their values less than
unity, {c0, c1, c2} < 1, θ1 = 2π l/L, θ2 = 4π l/L, and l =
{0, 1, . . . , (L − 1)}. Using (2), the window co-efficients for
the bth subband are expressed as

wb = w exp(φb) = c0 exp(φb) + c1 cos θ1 exp(φb)

+ c2 cos θ2 exp(φb) . (11)

From the above, we see that the spectrum shifting of window
co-efficients, i.e., wb is a summation of linear term c0 and
cosine terms c1 cos θ1, and c2 cos θ2 multiplied by exp(φb).
Basically, the term c0 exp(φb) = c0 cosφb + jc0 sinφb, can
be realized by using (8) and (9) taking x = 1, y = 0, θ = φb,
and β = β0 = cos−1(c0k). Therefore, the final vector can be
expressed as

x′0 = K cosβ0(x cos θ − y sin θ) = c0 cosφb (12a)
y′0 = K cosβ0(x sin θ + y cos θ) = c0 sinφb . (12b)

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the computation for cosine term
c1 cos θ1 exp(φb) can be realized using two parallel compen-
sated CORDIC architecture, shown as CompCORDIC0 and
CompCORDIC1. We take corresponding input angle θ =
θ1+φb and θ1−φb for the two compensated CORDIC blocks
and x = 1, y = 0 and β = β1 = cos−1(c1k). So, the
corresponding output vectors (x′1+, y

′
1+) and (x′1−, y′1−) of

the CompCORDIC0 and CompCORDIC1 are expressed as

x′1+ = c1 cos(θ1 + φb) , (13a)
y′1+ = c1 sin(θ1 + φb) , (13b)
x′1− = c1 cos(θ1 − φb) , (13c)
y′1− = c1 sin(θ1 − φb) . (13d)

Afterward, the final output vector (x′′1 , y
′′
1 ) is obtained as

x′′1 =
x′1 ++x′1−

2
=
c1 cos(θ1 + φb) + c1 cos(θ1 − φb)

2
= c1 cos θ1 cosφb , (14a)

y′′1 =
y′1 +−y′1−

2
=
c1 sin(θ1 + φb)− c1 sin(θ1 − φb)

2
= c1 cos θ1 sinφb . (14b)

Similarly, c2 cos θ1 exp(φb) can be realized by setting x =
1, y = 0, β2 = cos−1(c2k) and taking θ = θ2 + φb and θ =
θ2−φb for the two compensated CORDIC blocks, respectively
in Fig. 4. Therefore, the output vectors become

x′2+ = c2 cos(θ2 + φb) , (15a)
y′2+ = c2 sin(θ2 + φb) , (15b)
x′2− = c2 cos(θ2 − φb) , (15c)
y′2− = c2 sin(θ2 − φb) . (15d)

Thereafter, we write the final output vector as

x′′2 =
x′2 ++x′2−

2
=
c2 cos(θ2 + φb) + c2 cos(θ2 − φb)

2
= c2 cos θ2 cosφb , (16a)

y′′2 =
y′2 +−y′2−

2
=
c2 sin(θ2 + φb)− c2 sin(θ2 − φb)

2
= c2 cos θ2 sinφb . (16b)

Now, from (12), (14), and (16), we obtain spectrum shifted
window co-efficients for the bth subband as

x′0 + x′′1 + x′′2 = (c0 + c1 cos θ1 + c2 cos θ2) cosφb

= w cosφb , (17a)
y′0 + y′′1 + y′′2 = (c0 + c1 cos θ1 + c2 cos θ2) sinφb

= w sinφb . (17b)

Further by taking x = gin and y = 0 in (12), (14), and (16),
we rewrite (17) as

x′0 + x′′1 + x′′2 = gin w cosφb , (18a)
y′0 + y′′1 + y′′2 = gin w sinφb , (18b)

where gin can be selected as IDFT sample-points of a subband.
In general, we need two such filters for both in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) components of subband signal, assuming gin
in Cartesian form. This requirement of two filtering units for
the I- and Q-channel can be reduced to a single filtering unit
if gin is available in polar form, i.e., gin = G exp(γ), (Proof:
see Appendix), by selecting x = G, y = 0, and replacing φb
by (φb + γ) in (12), (14), and (16). Now, we rewrite (17) as

x′0 + x′1 + x′2 = Gw cos(φb + γ) , (19a)
y′0 + y′1 + y′2 = Gw sin(φb + γ) . (19b)

In the above discussion, we have used a 3-term cosine
window. Note that for the windows having more than 3-
term, (e.g., Blackman-Harris and Flat Top window), additional
parallel compensated CORDIC blocks are needed. However, in
the case of 2-term windows, such as Hamming window and
Hann window, a smaller number of compensated CORDIC
blocks is sufficient. Here, we propose an architecture for filter
and spectrum shifting using the Blackman window. We express
the Blackman window of length L as

wbl = c0 + c1 cos
2πl

L
+ c2 cos

4πl

L
, (20)

where l = 0, 1 . . . (L − 1), c0 = 0.42, c1 = −0.5, and c2 =
0.08. Accordingly, we select β0 = cos−1(0.42 k), β1 =
cos−1(−0.5 k), and β2 = cos−1(0.08 k).

V. PROPOSED UFMC FILTERING AND SPECTRUM SHIFTING
ARCHITECTURE

Our proposed architecture generates the filter time samples
as well as performs spectrum shifting of window co-efficients
to bring them to their respective subband centers. Interestingly,
this architecture simultaneously multiplies these shifted win-
dow co-efficients with IDFT sample points of the subband.
Our proposed architecture is mainly based on (19) and (20).
In Fig. 5, EOC stands for end-of-computation and shows the
completion of each sample point computation. Besides, Reset,
Enable, and Clock retain their usual meaning. The proposed
architecture in Fig. 5 has three main blocks as below.

1) Angle generator unit for window. This unit generates
angle sequences θ1 = 2πl/L and θ2 = 4πl/L according
to the selected value of L. Later, these angle sequences
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Fig. 5. Proposed UFMC filtering architecture.

are sent to the compensated CORDIC blocks. This angle
generator unit has input as filter-length (i.e., L) and
output as θ1 and θ2 as shown in Fig. 5. More details on
the architecture mainly intended for the angle sequence
generation are found in previous works [27], [28].

2) Spectrum shifting angle sequence generator. This unit
generates angle sequence, i.e., φb for frequency domain
shifting of filtered subband symbols to the center of the
subband. It has input as IDFT-size (i.e., N ), number of
subcarriers in a subband (i.e., Nb), and subband index
(i.e., b) for frequency domain shifting. Accordingly, the
output generated by this unit becomes φb = 2π((Nb −
1)/2 + bNb) l/N , architecture for the angle sequence
generation can be found in our previous work [32], [33].

3) Compensated CORDIC blocks. The proposed
architecture uses five compensated CORDIC blocks,
denoted as CompCORDIC (00, 10, 11, 20, 21). As shown
in Fig. 6, CompCORDIC00 computes Gc0 exp(φb + γ),
while the pairs of compensated CORDIC blocks,
i.e., {CompCORDIC10, and CompCORDIC11} and
{CompCORDIC20, and CompCORDIC21} compute
Gc1 cos θ1 exp(φb + γ) and Gc2 cos θ2 exp(φb + γ),
respectively. Finally, we obtain the required output
Gwbl cos(φb + γ) and Gwbl sin(φb + γ).

A. Computational complexity

Apart from the advantage of adding a unique flexibility to
UFMC baseband transmitter, our proposed filtering and spec-
trum shifting architecture significantly reduces the required
number of complex multiplication and addition operations in
linear convolution of IDFT output samples with filter co-
efficients and its spectrum shifting. We take the UFMC trans-
mitter proposed by Knopp et.al [21] and examine the hardware
and computational complexity reduction by integrating our
proposed architecture. The comparative results are highlighted
in Table I with the state-of-the-art architectures. We mainly
analyse the complexity of the UFMC transmitter after the
IDFT stage, i.e., filtering and spectrum shifting stage.

1) Classical UFMC [21]: Filtering is a linear convolution
of the IDFT stage outputs and the filter co-efficients. We define
the complexity of each subband as the number of complex
multiplication and addition operations and express as 6NL+

2(N−1)(L−1) number of operations. So, overall complexity
for total B subbands is given as

Cclass = B(6NL+ 2(N − 1)(L− 1))

+ 2(B − 1)(N + L− 1) . (21)

Incorporating our proposed architecture in the classical
UFMC filtering stage, complex operations per subband reduces
to NL+ 2(N − 1)(L− 1) operations. Thus, overall complex
operations using our proposed architecture be B(NL+2(N−
1)(L − 1)) + 2(B − 1)(N + L − 1). As a result, an amount
of 5BNL complex operations can be saved.

2) UFMC architecture proposed by Knopp et.al [21]:
A complexity reduction scheme for UFMC architecture with
N ′-IDFT followed by upsampler with a upsampling factor
u = N/N ′ is proposed in [21]. The filtering operation is
performed in two stages: a) first, by convolution of IDFT
samples and filter co-efficients and b) later, spectrum shifting
by multiplication of spectrum shifting co-efficients to bring the
filtered IDFT output samples to their corresponding subband
centers [21]. Basically, the convolution by filter co-efficients
has a complexity of 2LN ′ + 2(N ′ − 1)(L − u) and further
spectrum shifting results in 6(N +L− 1) number of complex
operations of each subband. Therefore, an overall complex
operation for filtering and spectrum shifting is expressed as

Cknopp = B(2N ′L+ 2(N ′ − 1)(L− u) + 6(N + L− 1))

+ 2(B − 1)(N + L− 1) . (22)

3) Applying our proposed filter design in the architecture by
Knopp et. al. [21]: In the following, we present the complexity
saving in the linear convolution operation using the method
by Knopp et. al. [21] in two different cases where IDFT stage
outputs are available in both Cartesian and Polar form.

Case 1: IDFT output in Cartesian form. Here, two parallel
filtering and spectrum shifting architecture of Fig. 5 are re-
quired for I- and Q-channel output of IDFT stage, i.e., keeping
gQ

in and gI
in in place of G and γ = 0. The number of complex

operations for each subband becomes 2N ′L+2(N ′−1)(L−u).
Now, we write the overall complexity as

C rect
proposed = B ( 2N ′L+ 2(N ′ − 1)(L− u) )

+2(B − 1)(N + L− 1) . (23)

Thus, we can save a total 6B(N +L− 1) amount of complex
operation compared to [21].

Case 2: IDFT output in Polar form.2 In this case, only
one filtering and spectrum shifting architecture (illustrated in
Fig. 5) is required for both I- and Q-channel. So, the number
of complex operations for each subband can be expressed as
N ′L+ (N ′ − 1)(L− u), and the overall complexity becomes

C polar
proposed = B (N ′L+ (N ′ − 1)(L− u) )

+2(B − 1)(N + L− 1) . (24)

As a result, total saving in complex operation compared to [21]
can be expressed as B (N ′L+(N ′−1)(L−u)+6(N+L−1) ).

2Circular CORDIC in vectoring mode may be used for Cartesian to polar
co-ordinate conversion [31].
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Fig. 6. Proposed architecture of compensated CORDIC blocks for prototype filter and spectrum shifting.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FILTERING AND SPECTRUM SHIFTING USED IN VARIOUS UFMC ARCHITECTURES

Architecture Saving in number of complex additions and
complex multiplications operations

Flexibility Co-efficient storage

Filter Spectrum
shifting Filter Spectrum

shifting
Classical UFMC [21] 5BNL Fixed size Fixed size L 2N

Knopp et. al. [21] B(N ′L+ (N ′ − 1)(L− u) + 6(N +L− 1)) Fixed size Fixed size L 2N

Jafri et. al. [13] B(N ′L+ (N ′ − 1)(L− u) + 6 (N +L− 1)) Fixed size Fixed size L ≤ 2N

Jafri et.al [22] B(N ′L+ (N ′ − 1)(L− u) + 6(N +L− 1)) Fixed size Fixed size L ≤ (N +N/2)

Guo et.al [15] linear-phase
filter-based UFMC B(N ′L+ 4 (N + L− 1))† Fixed size Fixed size L/2 2N

Guo et.al [15] poly-phase
filter-based UFMC B

(
5N ′

u−1∑
p=0

⌈
L− p

u

⌉
+ 4(N + L− 1)

)†
Fixed size Fixed size L/2 2N

Proposed upto 2d−1 upto 2d−1 No storage Not required
† Only complex multiplication operations are considered.

For example, similar to the system parameters in [21], we
take N = 1024, L = 72, Nb = 12, and N ′ = 64. We observed
a reduction of 62.50% and 58.81% in complex operations
(without considering IDFT stage complexity) of the classical
UFMC [9] and Knopp et.al. [21], respectively.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We prototype a 16-bit word-size of the proposed architecture
(illustrated in Fig. 5) on XILINX platform using Verilog
hardware description language. For simulation, we have taken
filter length, L = 64, IDFT size, N = 256, number of
subbands, B = 3 and number of subcarriers in a subband,
Nb = 15. The power spectral density (PSD) of the filter
for continuous three subbands is shown in Fig. 7. From
the figure, we observe that the Xilinx post route simulation
outputs match closely with MATLAB simulations. Table II

summarizes the device utilization report for the 16-bit word-
size of proposed filtering and spectrum shifting architecture.
Table III summarizes the figure-of-merit (FOM) parameters
for MATLAB and XILINX post route simulation outputs for
three different subbands. Further, Figs. 8 (a) and (b) show
the PSD and time domain I- and Q-Channel, respectively,
of the quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) UFMC signal
for the same three continuous subbands using the proposed
filtering and spectrum shifting architecture. Fig. 8 (a) shows a
comparison of the MATLAB simulation output and XILINX
post route simulation data output. Similarly, we use Digilent
Pmod-DA2 digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a 12-bit DAC
powered by the Texas Instruments DAC121S101, for analog
conversion of the baseband UFMC digital signal for both I-
and Q-channel and shown in Fig. 8(b).
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(a) Subband 1 (b) Subband 2 (c) Subband 3

Fig. 7. Three continuous subbands filters spectrum considering, prototype filter-Blackman, L = 64, IDFT size = 256, Number of subcarriers in a subband =
15 and setting initial subband offset = 85.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Three continuous subbands of UFMC transmit signal (a) spectrum of UFMC MATLAB vs XILINX post route simulation output; (b) and (c) I- and
Q-channel output of UFMC time domain signal of MATLAB and FPGA outputs. We take the prototype filter as Blackman, L = 64, IDFT size = 256, number
of subcarriers in a subband = 15 and setting initial subband offset = 85.

TABLE II
DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY (DEVICE - XC5VLX110T-1FF1136)

Units Used Available % of Utilization
# Slice Registers 823 69120 1

# Slice look-up tables 2973 69120 4

# Flip-flop pairs 806 2990 26

A. Discussions and Future Direction

Critical path delay. In the proposed architecture, we use
folded iterative CORDIC architecture [34], [35]. As a result,
the maximum operating frequency, i.e., fmax, is limited by
critical path delay due to the adder (i.e., tadder) as well as
logical shifter (i.e., tshifter). Therefore, we can write fmax =
1/(tadder + tshifter).

Throughput. Note that throughput for the folded iterative
CORDIC architecture is expressed as fmax/m [samples per
second], where m is the number of iterative stages in the
proposed CORDIC-based architecture. By using pipelined-
CORDIC architecture, where wired shifting is used instead
of logical shifter for each iteration, the maximum operating
frequency, i.e, fmax is limited by tadder only, i.e., fmax = 1/tadder
[samples per second]. Note that the throughput can be im-
proved by using fast adders [36], [37].

Window selection. The proposed architecture for filtering
and spectrum shifting in UFMC transmitter is limited to cosine
windows only. The well-studied Dolph-Chebyshev window as
well as recent optimized filters [38]–[40] are becoming attrac-
tive choice. These optimized filters consider the ratio among
UFMC signal in-band distortion, and out-of-band radiation
for different filter length and filter co-efficients. Our future

work includes design and implementation of a flexible filtering
and spectrum shifting architecture for these state-of-the-art
windows. In the future, we aim to incorporate our proposed
design in recently published work by Yi- Kaakinen et al. [17],
[18], which is a very promising FC-based UFMC architecture
to meet some of the requirements, such as flexible subcarrier-
spacings/symbol-durations and spectrum localization of the
subband in 5G-NR specifications. Our proposed architecture
can be used to generate the subband frequency domain coef-
ficients for FC-based filtering. We further plan to analyse and
experiment the performance of UFMC system in presence of
various channel models, multiple antenna application with ex-
ternally controlled IFFT/FFT length [29], number of subbands,
subcarriers within a subband, filter type and length.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a hardware-efficient flexible
filtering and spectrum shifting architecture in UFMC trans-
mitter. The proposed architecture exhibits the flexibility to
generate filter and spectrum shifting co-efficients for exter-
nally selected IDFT-size, number of subbands, number of
subcarriers in a subband, and the pulse shaping filter-length
without any changes in hardware resources. The experimental
baseband signal corroborates the simulation results. Moreover,
we have shown that the spectrally shifted filter co-efficients
generated by proposed architecture match perfectly with the
simulation results. The proposed flexible filtering and spectrum
shifting architecture brings a unique flexibility in UFMC
transmitter and is suitable for the 5G and beyond systems due
to its flexibility, hardware efficiency, and reusing the several
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TABLE III
COMPARISON POST ROUTE SIMULATION/MATLAB SIMULATION

FOM from PSD of prototype filter Subband 1 Subband 2 Subband 3FOM from PSD of prototype filter
MATLAB XILINX MATLAB XILINX MATLAB XILINX

-3dB Bandwidth (kHz) 175.630 175.632 156.555 156.571 175.641 175.632

Highest side lobe level (in dBm) −17.273 −17.715 −17.3722 −17.7128 −17.8313 −17.7128

Occupied band width (in kHz) 303.9 304.0 362.7 362.7 373.6 373.6

hardware components compared to the state-of-the-art. Data-
and process-level pipelining can be used for further research
to increase the throughput. As a part of future work, we aim
to design flexible filtering and spectrum shifting architecture
for an approximated cosine window near to Dolph-Chebyshev
window with different filter length.

APPENDIX

Denote gin as the IDFT stage output signal and can be
expressed in Cartesian form as

gin = gQ
in + jgI

in , (25)

where gQ
in and gI

in are the Q- and I-component of gin, respec-

tively. Let G =

√(
gQ

in

)2
+
(
gI

in

)2
. Then, after the multiplica-

tion of filter co-efficients (i.e., w) and spectrum shifting co-
efficients (i.e., exp(jφb)) with IDFT output, we rewrite (18)
as

gin w e
jφb = w gQ

in exp(jφb) + j w gI
in exp(jφb)

= w
(
gQ

in cosφb − g
I
in sinφb

)
+ j w

(
gQ

in sinφb + gI
in cosφb

)
= Gw cos (φb + γ) + j Gw sin (φb + γ)

= Gw exp(j(φb + γ)) , (26)

where γ = tan−1
(
gI

in/g
Q
in

)
. It is worthwhile to note

that instead of using two parallel filter co-efficient and
spectrum shifting co-efficient multiplication units for IDFT
stage output signal gQ

in and gI
in, we use a single unit for

Gw exp (j(φb + γ)).
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